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SIMULATION OF THE TRANSIENT BEHAVIOR OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE II* 

IRENE MARTINEZ GAMBAt AND MARIA CRISTINA J. SQUEFFt 

Abstract. A numerical method based on treating the potential by a mixed finite-element method and 
the electron and hole density equations by a finite-element version of a modification of the method of 
characteristics is introduced to simulate the transient behavior of a semiconductor device, for which the 
dependence of the coefficients of the conductivity equations on the electric field is considered and the 
Einstein relations are not assumed. L2-error estimates that are independent of Lw-error estimates for the 
approximate electric field are derived for a single space variable model. 

Key words. semiconductor simulation, mixed finite elements, modified method of characteristics 

AMS(MOS) subject classification. 65 

0. Introduction. We assume the reader is familiar with the work of Douglas, 
Martinez, and Squeff [4]. General references to the literature were given in the 
bibliography of [4] and they are given again herein. We state briefly the problem in 
this section. 

We consider [1], [8]-[11], [13] the nonlinear parabolic/elliptic system of equations 
that describe the transient behavior of a semiconductor device in a closed interval of 
R' (ax=/alax, etc.): 

(0.la) axq = -ax(c(x) = -Q(e -p -c), 

(0. 1b) Qate-ax (Je) = QR (e, p), 

(0.1c) Qt3tp ax(Jp) = QR(e, p), 
where the electric field q and the carrier densities e and p are related through the 
current densities 

Je = 8-t QI-ee(q)eq + QDe( q)dxe, Jp = a 'QgP(q)pq - QDp(q)adxp, 

with ? and Q being positive constants. We assume Dirichlet boundary conditions 

(0.2a) I&(0, t) = r0(t), qf(1, t) = rl(t), 

(0.2b) e(O, t) =fo(t), e(l, t) =f1(t), 

(0.2c) p(O, t) = go(t), p(, t) = gi(t), 

and the initial conditions 

(0.2d) e(x, 0) = eo(x), p(x, 0) =p?(x) 

If bte De, lip, Dp are assumed to be positive constants, the equations (0.1) are 
quasilinear and have been treated by Douglas, Martinez, and Squeff [4]. In this paper 
we generalize their method to the nonlinear system that results from assuming that Ste, 
De, lip, and Dp are functions of the electric field q. Actually, these assumptions on 
the coefficients are more realistic, since the mobilities /le and ,up are the proportionality 
factors of the drift velocities to the electric field: 

Vd=_Leq, vd = 1xpq. 
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540 I. MARTINEZ GAMBA AND M. C. J. SQUEFF 

Also they allow us to improve the estimates of [4]. Here we derive L2-norm error 
estimates for the carrier densities that are independent of the L'-norm of the approxi- 
mation qh to the electric field q. Appropriate models for the mobilities are given in 
Selberherr [13], and they suggest that a and Da for a = e or p can be assumed to 
satisfy the following conditions. 

There exist positive constants D*, M1, L1, L2, and KD such that 

(0.3a) D* ? inf{Di(q): q e R, i = e, p}, 

(0.3b) IA.L(q)qL M,, qc R, 

(0.3c) J/a(qI)qDq-/a(q2)q2-LllJql -q2I, Ipt(qj) - ta(q2)1 J CL2/qI-q21, 

(0.3d) jDa(ql)-Da(q2)1 ' KDlql-q2j, 

for a = e or p. Let us also assume, for this case of single space variable problem, that 

(0.3) 
I at,a (q)) q 'IM2, I (a q#a(ql))q. - (aqAa (q2) )q2I L31 qI - q2 1, 

for a = e orp, 
where M2 and L3 are positive constants. If ,a is a Lipschitz function as, for example, 
in Markowich [10], 

S S 

AeP 
1e + ( e lq j1 /ve) 1+ (s ,upI qll vP ) 

where v' and vP are the saturation velocities and lus and ips stand for one of the field 
independent, scattering mobility models, then assumption (0.3e) can be verified pro- 
vided that q and its derivatives are bounded. In the single space variable problem q 
and its derivatives are bounded. So, in particular, it follows from the first inequality 
of (0.3e) that 

(0.3f) Jax(Att(q)q)J M3, a=e orp, 

where M3 is a positive constant depending on M2, the bound for the right-hand side 
of the potential equation, and the bound for ,ts(q). Without loss of generality we can 
take L3_ M3. 

We will not assume the Einstein relations for the mobility and diffusion coefficients. 
In ? 1 we describe the proposed numerical procedure. In ? 2 we derive L2-norm 

error estimates for the approximate electric field qh. Finally, in ? 3 we obtain L2-norm 
error estimates for the approximations eh and Ph to their respective carrier densities e 
and p. 

1. Description of the numerical procedure. If (0.1) are scaled as in [10], [11], [15], 
then 

(1.la) axq = -axxq = -z(e -p - c), 

Ate - UT1tte(q)qaxe -ax(De(q)axe) - qeax (UT,te(q)) + UTzye(q)e(e -p - c) 
(l.lb) 

= R(e, p) 

(1l.lc) atp + UTAp(q)q&xp -al(Dp(q)axp) + qpdx( UTAp(q)) - UTzAp(q)p(e -p - c) 

= R (e P), 
where z is the inverse square of the normed characteristic Debye length of the 
device [10]. 

As in the previous work [4] we will use a mixed finite-element method to approxi- 
mate q and C simultaneously and a modified method of characteristics [3], [5], [6], 
[12] to approximate the densities e and p. 
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To introduce the modified method of characteristics for e and p let re =,Te(X, t) 
be the unit vector in the direction (- UT,Le(q)q, 1) and r, the unit vector in the direction 
(UT8Up(q)q, 1). Set fp = [1 + ( UTla(q)q)2]1/2 for a = e or p. Then the derivatives in the 
Ta directions are given by 

(Pea/are = at- UT/.e(q)q x, pp&/&rp = t+ UT21p (q)qax, 

so that equations (1.lb) and (1.lc) can be written in the following form: 
(1.2a) 'peae/lTe- .x(De(q)&xe)-qeax( U,UTte(q)) + UTte(q)ze(e-p-c) = R(e p), 

(1.2b) 'pap/lrTp-a,(Dp(q)aXp) + qpax( UT,p(q))-UTttp(q)zp(e-p-c) = R(e, p). 

Now, for a = e or p, 

a,tt (q) = aqla (q) * d9xq = qg -( (q)) z(e - p - C), 

so that the weak formulation for (1.2a) and (1.2b) is given as the determination of 
maps e and p of the time interval J = [0, T] into H1(fl) such that 

(1a (9e/aere, + (De(q)axe, ax) + UTz([ .Le(q) + qq(qLe(q))]e(e-p-c), ;) 
( 1.3a) = (R, ;), 

(1.3b) (qdapl/arTp + (Dp(q)axp, ax;) - UTz([,up (q) + qaq (ap(q))]p(e -p - c), ;) 

for ; e H'(fl), and such that the boundary and initial conditions (0.2a)-(0.2d) are 
satisfied. 

First, consider a partition of J into subintervals [tm1, tim], t" = mAt, At = T/N, 
and a partition of fl into subintervals [xi-1, xi], 0 = xO < X< *... < Xk = 1, with max (x, - 
xi1) = hd. Let 

Zh = E C (O): I[x-xj] E P1([xi-1, xi])}. 
We will seek approximations e' and phm in Zh 0? m N, to em = e(, tm) and 
ptm = p( *, tm), respectively. We denote by qhm and if m the corresponding approximations 
to qm and (f,m; they lie in different spaces to be discussed later in this section. 

Next, we approximate 9,ae/are via backward differencing along the tangent to 
the re-characteristics at (x, tm): 

( 1.4) (pede/aere = [e(x, tm )-e(m, tm -( _ A "t 

where xem = iem(x) = x + UT11e(qm)qmAtm with 

[-XI UTAe(qm)qm if x + UTt/e(qm)qmAt < 0, 

Atem = Atem(x)= (1 -X)/ UTe(qm)qm if x? UTgm(qm)qmAt> 1, 

A t otherwise. 

Note that, if Atem < At, then im e afl and e(im, tm - At tm) should be evaluated using 
the boundary value specification. 

Similarly, 

(1.5) 9pap Ia'r P [(x, t )P (:Z tm-t A]/tp 

where i m = Xm(x) = x - UT/X (qm)qmAtm, with 
xl UTLttp(qm)qm if x - UTZ (p(qm)qmAt < 0, 

Atm = Atm(x) = (x- 1)/ UT1Pt(qm)qm if x- UT,P(qm)qmAt > 1, 
At otherwise. 

Also, note that im and im cannot be evaluated exactly. So, let x'm, Atm, xm and 
At'm be defined by the corresponding relations when qm = q(x, tm) is replaced by qhm- ph 
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Let eh and po lie in Zh and approximate e(x, 0) and p(x, 0), respectively. Then, 
for m'1 define e^-1= eh('em(x), tm -Ate), and Ph P=Ph(X (X) tm-Atp We 
remark here that, if At m = At then e^ = eh(X(x) tm'). Now, we define em and pm 
as the unique solution of the following (algebraically linear) equations: 

((em - eAM-1)/ltm g ? (De(q 1)dxem, a,x) 

(1.6a) ? Uz([ge(q-1 ) ? q7(e 1- eh e(q l)]e (h h -/ - Cm) p ) 

((h pm _ . -l)/+t ; ? (D,(qm )axPh, a,4) 

(1.6b) - UTZ([ A(qh )+q a? q eqp(q 
m )]p e (eh P-fm1 c) ;) 

For later convenience, we define approximations to the derivative along the 
approximate characteristics by 

A I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 

(Pe,heR/areZh =a1em- UT,e(qh-)q- e 

(Pp,h(P /Atp,h &Dtpm ? m,ax-) 

Finally, we describe the mixed finite-element method to approximate q and +f 
simultaneously, defined as follows. First write the potential equation (l.la) in the 
following form: 

(1.7a) ~~~~ ~~ h+x/= he,tJ 

(1.7b) ~ ~~~ ~~~ Mx=z--c) IeQ 1 teMAMJ, M 

Then, if (1.7a) is tested against a function in H1(qm ) and (1.7b) against one in L2(h, 
we find the mixed weak form: 

(1.8a) (q, v) - (dv/dx, +f) = rv(1) - rv(O), v E 1() 

Let l be partitioned into subintervals [Yai,yri], 0 Yo t<Yi <v<YL=1, with 
max (yp -yit ) = hq. Let 

Vh = {v e C0(Qe): = I[Y, -i,m] e P q([yi-1, Yi])}, 

W'h = {w: WI[yi l,y] X P0([yi_1, y1])}, 

where Pj(E) denotes the class of restrictions of polynomials of degree not greater than 
jfto the set f. Then, for m0,**, N, find {qm, m} VbX Wh such that 

(1.9a) (q q v)-(dv/dx, )-rO t(O)-rcv(1), ye Vb, 

(1.9b) q w)=(-z(eh-Ph-cm), w) weC Wht 

Let us note that our computational algorithm is now complete. First, let eiL and 
P?i be the piecewise-linear interpolants of e and p, respectively. Then, given {em:, Ph'}, 
(1.9) can be used to evaluate {q ra, lsYi, Finally, (1.6) can be used to advance eh and 
Ph to the time level tmnq. 
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2. Error estimates for the electric field. In this section the following error estimates 
will be derived: 

(2. la) lqm-q mlO2z{ em eo? | pm-P l}+ M (e-p - c) m|hq 

(2.1b) Ila(qm -qm)jj0- z{lem - emllo+ Ipm -pmJ10}+Mll(e-p - C)m lhq. 
The error in the approximation of q and q can be considered to come from two 

sources. Let {Q m, T} c VhxWh be such that 

(Qh . V) -(dvl/dx, T m) = (q m, v) -(dvl/dx, () 
(2.2a) 

=rO v(O)-r7 v(l), vc Vh, 

(2.2b) (axQh w W) = (xqm, w), W C Wh; 

i.e., {Qm, Tm} is a mixed method approximation to {qm, qm}. It was noted in [4] that 

(2.3a) 11 h ll0 M 11 qm 112h2q 

(2.3b) Ilax(qm-Qhm)llo < Mjjqmjj2hq 

Now we estimate the error qhm-Qm. Subtracting (1.9) from (2.2) and using (1.8), 
we see that 

(2.4a) (qm- Qh qv)-(dv/dx, Pm -T)m) = O VVh 

(2.4b) (ax(qm - Qm), w) = (z[(em - em) - (pm -p)], w), W C Wh. 

First, if we let w = ax (qm - Qm) and v = qm- Q m in (2.4), then we see that 

(2.5) 11 ax(qm - Qm)| C0 z[IIe m - eph llo], 

and 

(2.6) llq m_Qm Q l o2-5{z[ | em -ello? +p -PmJ10]}2?+ .511qm -Tmii2 

To estimate the error m -PT m a duality argument will be used. Let g c L2(fQ) and 
Sp c H2(Q) A Ho(f) be such that -xxSp = g. Then, if 2th. V-* VI, denotes piecewise 
linear interpolation, by dropping momentarily the superscript m, we have 

(q/h 'h g) = (Ih 'h axx(P) = (tI'h h, ax(HhAx(P)) 

Thus, 

((Ph th g) = (qh Qh, J?IhG(x(P)) 

=(qh Qhg axAP 1-h OxOp) + (ax (qh Qh), 0, 

and 

(qfh h Th, = -qh Qh10 1x aP -rh( xOP) 1O?+ || x(qh Qh) 1o1k0P0 

? K qh 
- 

Qh lolp 11 2hq + llax (qh 
- 

Qh) lol P12- 

Hence, 

(2.7) ||(h 'Ph llo K |qh Qh ||ohq + | x(qh Qh)O. 

Therefore, replacing (2.7) in (2.6) and using (2.5), we have that 

11qm -Qm 10 - v2-z[ 11em - emo 11+ pm -pm 1]?+K 11qm -Qm Ihq. |h Qh ll=f[l h loIP Ph ||]K|h Qh o 
Then, for hq sufficiently small, it follows that 

(2.8) llq z2[-emm-elo+ IP Ph llo]. 
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Since II q I2 ZIIe-p-c 111, the desired estimates (2.1) now follow from (2.3), (2.5), 
and (2.8). 

3. L2 error estimates for the densities. Consider the projection E x P: J - Zh x Zh 

of the solution (e, p) defined by 

(3.1a) (De(q)dx(e-E), ax,) = ?' Zh, 

(3. 1b) (Dp (q)a,,(p - P), a,;) = ?, Zh, 

and such that the boundary conditions (0.2b) and (0.2c) are satisfied. 
Wheeler [14] obtained the following bounds: 

(3.2) +hd~~~7a &kra (K ak ~ (3.2) ||adtk O's ad a tk || t sk 2| 2d,s 

t E J, a = e or p, k 0, 1 _ s oo, and 

77e = e-E, q =p-P 

Also, set 

ae = h-E a = Ph-P Oe =eh -E, o-,p -P 

Then, 

e - eh = -e ?e P -Ph = 7p -p 

and it follows from (3.2) that it suffices to estimate ca, a = e, and p. The argument for 
handling o-p is quite similar to the one for o(e, and therefore we will concentrate on 
the error equations for OJe. Combining (1.3a), (1.6a), and (3.1a), we have 

((-M _ -l)/Atrm ;) + (De(qm-I)axem - De(q m)a,Em 
m 4) 

= ((Peaem/are - (Pe,haem/are,h, O) 

(3.3) ? (Pe,hOem / adre,h - (em -e At1)/ trn m) ? (eu e - r mm _ 
1)/t O) 

UTZ([/e(qh() + q 0q1,Ae(qm-1)]el(e l eh - m) 

+ UTZ([/e(qm ) + qmaqlte(qm)]em(em -pm - cm), ;) - (Rm - Rmi ; 

for every c Zh. 
Set 

fl ={xCf: Ate = At}, fQ= f\f 

Then, since o(e vanishes on af, - =0O in flm, and 

((r 
- _ 1)/Atm -M) = ((Oe -( 

o )/Ata Ofil 

(3.4) 'me +((/Ate )o, )g -e(( ' -ormet)/At, O) c Zh. 

Next, write 

(3.5) D (q m)axem - De(qm)axEm = De(qm-1)a8xom + [De(q ) )-De(qn)]axE 
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Hence, combining (3.3)-(3.5), we obtain the following equality: 

((O- 0 V')/At O)n' + ((1 +At"m),m, )',- + (De(qh )axO e ) 

m((lf_- Oe)/,t, )Q -+([De(qm)-De(qh )]dxE ,a) 

+ ( Peem/e9aT - (Pe,haem/D e, ,h5 ) 

+( Pe,haem/Terh - (em - em-)/Atm, ) 

+ m- -m-1 )/ r- -m 

UTZ([e(qm-1 ) + qhm-1 a,e(mqhm )]Jehem -Ph C- m), ;) 

+ UTz([/L(qm) + qmaq1L(qm)]em(em -pm - cm), ) 
m Am-1 ; -(R' - Rmi~ 

8 

=T1+T2+ T3+ T4+ T5+ T6+ T7+ T8= Y TW(5), ;cZh. 
i=1 

For an L2-estimate choose as test function = om. Note that 

(2-t)1 [lmII2_ 1a mI-I1II2] c ((oQm _ m 
- 
1)/t, ? M)f"'; + ((I/ Ate )U, 7e)'; 

and by (0.3a) 

D* || Axe | ( De ( q hm1);ixae` dxam ) . 

Therefore, replacing ; by a-m in each Ti, we get the following inequality: 

8 

(3.6) (2lAt)Y[ IOII llo-||(Je + D* IIxI m| ( ) 
i=l 

Consider first T1. Since 

m-1 ^ml = d1 d 
X+ UTAe(q h 1)q" hAt 

it follows from (0.3b) that 

(3.7) I|l - 5e 1Q _ UTMlAtI|o| a ||1 . 
Hence, 

(3.8) 1 Tl = 1((m-1_ A- t, am),iIIl K 11 Oem l-1lelo 

where K=K(M1, UT). 
Next, by (0.3d), 

IDe(qm) - De(q '1)I _ KDlqm - qm- 

so that 

I T21 = ([De(qm) - De(qm-1)]&xEm, axa& )I 

?K lit qml1 -1 _ 1| E m||1 ,,J 1 ;9tq || L-(J; L2(n))|A t + || qm- _qh- 1 100ml m 

where K = K (KD, l). 
To estimate T3 note that 

(Peae mld e - (P,hem/&are,h UT[Ae(qm)qm - Ae(qm)qm]xem 

' L1 UTIqm - qm hI|1|9xemI 5 
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where, by (0.3c), L1 is the Holder constant for the function t(q)q. Therefore, 

(3.10) 1 T31 ? K lien |?,jjqIltqiL1(J;L - qhj lo}jle -illo, 

where K=K(UT,Ll,fl). 
Next, for the estimation of T4 we note that 

(P,haem/l(9,r h-(em-e^ ml)/Atem = .5,hP e/lTerh[(X -x) + (At m)2]12, 

where a2e/dre,h is evaluated at some point on the segment between (x, tm) and 
(Xe, tm -Ate). Now, since 

Ix -ml = I U (qm)q | M1 UTt 

and Atm -<At. then 

[(X AM)2 + ( tm)2]1/2? MI UTat. 

Also, (0.3b) implies that kOe,hI c 1 + M1 UT. Thus, 

(.T4) I (IPe,h&9em/&Te,h-(em e- Arn-l)/Atm oW)I (3.11) =< e\l?el 

where K = K (M1, M3, UT, IIda.e II L-(J;L2(n)), IIdxte||Le(J;L2(0)), IIdtte IL(J;L2(I))) 
The estimation of T5 is rather long and it will be done in four steps. Note that 7je 

vanishes on f?m. Thus, 

I51 =((e - ?nl)/A7e ntm o' 

e (m_8m1/\ Ce)Ql +|7e Ate I Ce 21 

Next, we write the first term as the sum of the following terms: 

((M- '~/t~t, o~Xie = (( 7e e)/At oQ)Q; + ( (r1 1 - m-1)/ oX 

M A 
m ^m-1)/ tm) 

= T5,1+ T5,2+ T5,3 

A simple computation shows that 

(3.12) A tI T5 Aj ? L tIIatqre IILw(J;L2(Q))IICe ll 

For the estimation of T5 let flm = {x fQm1: Atm = At} and flm = 1m\flm. Next, 
let F(x) be the function defined as follows: 

y=F(x)=x+ U4Te(qm)qml\t, XCIl 

Assumption (0.3f) implies that F is invertible for small At and 

IIdx/dyl - 1I _ UTM3At as At -0. 

Note that 7e = 0 on fl m. Thus, 

AtT5,2= S` m1-]- dx+ 
7 
m-1 m dx. 
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Now if fl = F(f81), then by using an argument similar to ones in [4] and [12] 
and dropping momentarily m, m -1, and e, we can write 

\tT5,2= { (x)u(x) dx - r(y)ur(F1(y)) - dy+? r(x)u(x) dx 

C C I ~~~~~~~~~~~dx = J Xq(y)W(y) -'q(y)W(F'(y)) dy+J q(y)u(F-1(y))1- l ) dy 
QllnQ* nllnnI ~~~~~~~dy 

+ J 9(x)u(x) dx + " 9(x)u(x) dx q (y)ur(F-1(y)) 
dx 

dx 
nll\n* Ql2 Ql\QII dy 

The first term of the expression above can be bounded by 

(3.13) n(y)[u(y) -r(F-1(y))] dy _ K I 11l0o10111 UTMIAt; 

and the second term by 

(3.14) IJ n(y) -(F -I(y)) - dx |dy =<-K IY7 1 011o- I I oUTM3 A t 
For the last three terms, we observe that 

meas (f1\fj)-? UTMIAt, meas (fQ\fQ*)- UTMIAt, meas (fl2)?2UTMlAt. 

Therefore, since fQ1, fl12, and fl are contained in fl and ol8Q = 0, it follows from an 
argument of [4] that 

(3.15) f J(x)cr(x) dx ? i K hi loll il 1 UTMIAt (Qn11\Q I)Un12 
and 

(3.16) I j(y)o(F-1(y)) -d dy ? c K I I I 0o - I I UTMl A t( I + UTM3A t) 

Then it follows from (3.13)-(3.16) that 

(3.17) IT5,21 < UTK(M3II'71e -lllOlUeMII0+(C+M3)II'7e -lll llcr'll ) 

where K = K(MI, fl). 
To estimate T5,3 write 

'11 
rn-e -7 e (dxd7e)(G(0))IG'(0)l dO 

where G(O) = (1 - 0)xi + OX'. Since, by (0.3c), 

)G | | I A Ii 
- 

UTA t 1,( q m 1 ) q m-1 e (q h- ) q h 1 

UTAvtL lXqm- I_ qm-1 

then 

1T5,31 ? UTLl { j ax'7e (G0) dx} d O 

(3.18) 
i 

= K II Tie II qm- q;m llell(llo 

where K=K(UT,Ll,fl). 
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To complete the estimation of T5, we still have to analyze the term (e7/At', o')n,,. 
First, note that 

Q2 C [0, UTMlAt] U [1 - UTMIAt, 1]. 

Next, if Q2,1 = Q2m n [0, UTMlAt], then 

M 
xl)f2 IM x 0e dx (71e /Ate A ?e [0. _JUTAM At] ?e 7}Atm )(X)| 

e 

1-( UTM )3 1171 emom I ,1cWAt"/2 

since crI IQ =0. Therefore 

(3.19) I( /tm Ce |-em2I(UTAIl)31211 R IIo(At/hd) 11Ie 1l1 
The same estimate can be derived for the integral over the region Q222 = 

fommA[1- UTMlAt, 1], with the corresponding specification of Atm. 
Hence, it follows from (3.12), (3.17)-(3.19), and the equivalent estimate to (3.19) 

for fQ2,2 that 

I T51 _ K{[II d97e/dtIIL|(J;L2(Q))At + M31|71 e 110 
(3.20) + 7II,,, 

m || 1 || qm-l-]qh 1 e11 

+ [(c + M3) 11 lr-1o+ 1 IIo(At/hd )12]IIuem Il}, 

where K =K(UT, M1, L1,fl)- 
To estimate T6+ T7, let A(q) = UTz[Ae(q) + qdq,e(q)]. Thus, 

T6+ T7= (A(qm)e (e -ptm -cm) -A(q1m)e h(^ _-pm-h_ c e) m) 
Next, we write 

A(q )em(' e -h - Cm)- A(q )e (e -pt -c) 

rA/m~~1\A,m\1mI(AM -1 AM-1 =[A(qm-1)-_A(qm)]ehmeh Ph ) + A(q m)y, 

where 

eme(h P-fh - Cm)-em(em p -C) 

=o(er-1 _Ph 1Cm)_?em(em -p Cm) 

+ Em[ eh1 - em) - ( PMA m1 tm)]] 

At this point we introduce the induction hypothesis that 

(3.21) | m?- 0, 

provided that (At+ h 2 + h 2)h -1/2 is bounded as At and h = max (hd, hq) tend to zero. 
We delay the proof of this statement to the end of the paper. 

Denote by Ke,p a bound for the L'-norms in space and time of e, p, E, P, eh, Ph 
Now, we want to get an estimate for the L2-norms of e - em and P^hm- -pm that is 

Am-i1 independent of the L'-norm of qh. We shall derive the estimate for eh - e m. The 
one for AM-1 _-pm can be obtained by a similar argument. To do this, write 

||ie _-eh 110 c- || em - 
et-1 ilo + 11 em- eh 1A 0 

By the definition of the derivative in the direction Te, 

11 em - m oC KAt 
ae 

97re L"(J,L2(4i)) 
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For the other term, we write 

em-l A ehm-l = 71m -1 rn-I Al I Anm-_ M-1 AM-1 m-I e e h=?le+Em-E (0e 0e ?0Oe 

Let us first consider the term Em - Eml If we proceed as in the estimate of 
-m1e -m e1 then 

Am-i ~~~~~m-1 -1m- 

hEm1 E llo? UTLl IEm- 111qm-q _ II0. 

Next, the same argument used to estimate T1 leads to 

Ml 
1 _ A-1 - UTMIAtII o-M71 i1. II CJ e -Ofe ||0 oe T At |0m1| 

Also, 

e 1 1 :llo (1 ? AM3 UtAt) 71fle 11o 

where M3 is from (0.3f). Therefore, 

lie -eh +lo K I -l |E liljliqm-'_qm-'I 

Ilem-~~~V1lIo?K [ ~~~~ is 
+At e e eJ2() 

+l10 IIll +(1 + M3 UtAt)II '0+ I cr1m-ll101, 

where K =K(UT, M1, L1,Qf). 
Hence, when we combine the estimates above, it follows that 

(A(qm)y,trm)|-KzM3KeP {(a e 
? ap A(t,L2(Q)) e e, p 

ar~0e (9'rp L(,L( 

+(liE 1 i?liPm1 111)11 qm-l - qm-l 110 
(3.22) 

+ (IICae'1 ?|1+ IIuP7 IID)At+ ? IImIIo+ IIaIm-1o 

+ 11 ,,Tm-1 1 lnm1 

?(I1 e lm?o+ I|77m- 11o)(1 +?M3UtAt)J 1107MI|, 

with K=K(UT,Ml,). 
Next, 

IA(qh ) A(qm l -|ZUT{ e(q ) te(qm)I + Iqh aq.e(q m) 
m 

(q m) 

and it follows from (0.3c) and (0.3e) that 

IA(q-I) -A(qm)l ? zUT(L2+ L3)qm - q 1-1 

Thus, combining this last inequality with (3.21) and recalling that L3 '- M3, we have 

m-1 M(AM-1_AM-i_ M ' M 

(3.23) 1([A(qh ) -A(qm)]eh(ehm -Ph -Cm), oe )I 
(z(Kep)2M3KlIqm - qm-l 11 o1 

with K = K (UT, MI, L2, ) 
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Therefore, inequalities (3.21) and (3.23) imply that 

I T6 + T71 zM3 Ke pK (Te L+ J(L Atf))) 

+(IIEm111+1P ?IPmll?+Ke,p)llqml -qh IIo 

(3.24) + K p(Itq|L(JL2(Q))+|M1 + ? UPM111)t 
+ || ceM lo + || UM 1 llo+ || Pm-1 11 + II ? mIIO 

+ (1||?7'II|| o+ II||m II0o)(1 + M3 UTt ) } II m IIo0 

with K =K( UT, M1, L2, f) 
Finally, to estimate T8, we note that since 

IR Rm - _i LR{Ieh - eml _I IPh1 -pml} 
then 

I T81 -- K ?3e '9P1 ) 
{(9'T7e lL-(J L2(n)) (9 dTp lL-(J, L2(Q))) 

+(IIE 1II + I ?Pm')IIqm- ' 111 
(3.25) 

h 110 
+ ( ||(Te |l 1 + || (p 1 || 1) \t + || cre 11 + 11(Tm 110 

+( 11 7e II0o+II1m 7 llo)0(1+ M3 Ut At) } U11 (e1 , 

where K =K(LR, UT, M, L1,fl). 
Then, estimates (3.8)-(3.11), (3.20), (3.24), and (3.25) imply that 

I Ti (or ) _(zM3 Ke, p + 1)K{( ||e-| + e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ adTe L"(J L2(n)) a7p L-(J L2(n)) 

+ l || L'(J,J2(n)) + |Ue || ? II 1II A + t 

+ Ki,e,p( - qm1 110?+ Zt) 
(3.26) 

+ IICemIIO+ IIm-1|o+ II|o+II ? + II||77 eI||Io 

+17e -1+11110l)(l+M3UT\t)} lifemilO 

{ Ke,p((lqm' q 1II+At)(4hd) e ee} 

with K =K( UT, M l, L2, LR, | e 112, | P|2, f) and Kle,p = Kl,e,p(Ke,p, 1| e 1 ,.lOO 1lh1 p ) 
Then if we combine inequalities (2.1), (3.2), (3.6), and (3.26) it follows that 

(At)-1[jj(Temjj2 jI - 1112-l]+ *1|crem||2_ 
L) 
2 1 )T M-1112 

(3.27) 2 tK{Me,pAt2+ 
? 

ImII2+ 1IIm- 
? II 2 1'2I3h3At+(1?+ 4Ic 4)h4?h1}, 

with K = Z2M3Ke pK,,e,p+ZK,,e,p, K= K(UT, M1, L1, L2, LR, hell2, IIP112, Q), and 

Me,p = { Lz || 
,L + 2| +IattqII L(J L2(n))+1}. 
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An estimate for a' can be derived in a similar way. Now set 

(r11 f12=a 11 2 +1a l2fj= o IIuII] IIeII?Ikp112 for j =0 or 1, 
and add (3.27) and its analogue. Then 

(A\t)-I[ 11 am llo1 
2 

a m-1 11 2] + D* 11 Cam 11 2(2 D) 1lm-1 11 12 

c KK{gcT 1+ 11IUm-1112+ MM2e At2? h3lAt+(1 4 IIcIIDh4+ h4}. 

Now multiply by At and sum on m from m = 1 to m = n. If 1 - KKAt is bounded 
below by, say, .5, then by applying the Gronwall lemma [7] it follows that 

n 

max II'II2o+ E ZII.mII2At K exp K(IIO0oI+I IIUo0II2At 
1Cm n m= 1 

+ M2 Alt2 3Alt+( 
4 

lel) 4h), 

provided that induction hypothesis (3.21) holds for 0? m _ n -1 
Hence, if we take eoh and po to be the linear interpolants of the initial data, i.e., 

E? and Po. respectively, then 
n 1/2 

(3.28) max IIo mIIo+ ( Im 1 2A t) F{A t + h2+ h2 + (h / At) 1}2 
lm n m=l 

where F=F(K, K, Me, p, Ilcl IJ, if (3.21) holds for 1?m? n-1. 
Let us verify (3.21). We have seen that (3.21) holds for n = 1, so we assume it 

valid for n - 1. It follows from (3.28) that 

max Ile'|lo,oc_ max Ilemllo,oc+hd/2 max ||oremllo 

d C+hl2a+h2q+h2d+(hdAtl2 

since e is bounded. A similar inequality can be derived for pm. Therefore (3.21) holds 
for n provided that h 1/2{1At+h2?+hh2} to be bounded as At and h tend to zero. 

The following theorem has then been proved. 
THEOREM. Let q, e, andp lie in L'(J, H2(fl)) n W "(f), and let g,u (q) and Da(q) 

be functions of q satisfying (0.3), for a = e or p. If we choose eo = E, p?h = Po, and let 
(At+h?2h+hq)h 1/2 be bounded as At and h tend to zero, then 

max {lle - enII+ llpn pnllo+ llqn -qnlIl} 
n 

? K exp () {Me,plAt+(l+? Iclll)h2?+h 2+(h 3At)1/2}, 

with Me, p = Me, p T, where T is the final time, and K, K, and Me, p are as described in (3.27). 
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